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How Do You Plead Guilty or Not Guilty?

A reality that surprises many in our community is that the majority of people, adults and juveniles, 
accused of committing crimes actually plead guilty. When an accused person pleads guilty s/he is then 
referred to as the offender and the matter proceeds to sentencing.

A matter only proceeds to trial if an accused person pleads not guilty. 

An accused person who pleads not guilty to a lower level offence, may have a trial before a Magistrate 
sitting alone in the Magistrates’ Court of Western Australia (adults) or (if the accused is a child, 
referred to as a juvenile in the language of the Court, at the time of the offence) in the Children’s Court 
of Western Australia. For more serious offences called Indictable offences, an adult accused person 
may have a trial before a Judge and a Jury, or a Judge sitting alone (District and Supreme Court) or for 
a juvenile, before a Judge (called the President) sitting alone in the Children’s Court of Western 
Australia.

In all levels of court, to find an accused person guilty at a trial the level of proof required is beyond 
reasonable doubt (to be sure and have no realistic or sensible doubt) that the accused committed the 
crime/s

Task: Optional

You need to decide whether the prime suspect and the other suspects are going to plead guilty or not 
guilty.
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Remember: everyone accused of a crime is considered innocent until proven guilty.

What distinguishes the prime suspect from the other suspects in the 2020 Cluedunnit Kids scenario is that she was 
driving the vehicle.

It is likely that the prime suspect would be charged with:

• Steal Motor Vehicle

• No Motor Driver’s Licence (never held)

• Reckless Driving (aggravated - police pursuit)

• Fail to Comply (i.e. stop) (aggravated - police pursuit)

If it is proved that the driver actually stole the car then she would be charged with stealing a motor vehicle. Penalties for
this offence can range from a referral to the Juvenile Justice Team for a first offender, to a term of detention if the facts 
are very serious and there are other associated charges.

If you drive a motor vehicle without a licence (includes driving on L plates without an instructor present) then you will be 
charged with driving without a valid licence (never held).  The penalty for a first offence is up to 6 Penalty Units (PU) = 
$300 and disqualification from driving for 3 months (even if you are too young to get a licence). A PU is worth $50, so 
the maximum fine for a first offence is up to 6 x $50 =$300. 

If a person deliberately drives a stolen motor vehicle in a reckless (deliberately dangerous manner that is also 
dangerous to other road users or members of the public) and does so in order to escape a police pursuit then s/he may 
be charged with reckless driving in circumstances of aggravation. The circumstance of aggravation is that s/he is 
driving recklessly to escape a pursuit by police.
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Children’s Court of Western Australia: Sentencing Options

The three suspects in the 2020 Cluedunnit Kids scenario are juveniles (aged 10-17) and their matters would be 

heard in the Children’s Court of WA.

Prime Suspect: If Found Guilty of the Offences 

https://www.correctiveservices.wa.gov.au/youth-justice/prevention-diversion.aspx


This is very serious and for adults there is a minimum mandatory term of imprisonment for 6 months. There is a 

minimum mandatory disqualification from driving for two years for juveniles, however, the mandatory sentence does not 

apply but the minimum 2 years disqualification does.

If you are directed to stop by a police officer and you don’t stop and police then pursue you, you may be charged with 

Fail to Stop while escaping pursuit by police. Adults may be fined a minimum of $5000 or imprisoned for up to two 

years. There is a minimum mandatory disqualification from driving for two years. Mandatory fines do not apply to 

children, but the minimum 2 years disqualification does.

Task: Optional

As each suspect made admissions that they were in the stolen vehicle it would be reasonable to assume the prime 

suspect would plead guilty to the Steal Motor Vehicle charge.

For the other charges against the prime suspect you will need to decide whether the she is going to plead guilty or not 

guilty.

First Time or Repeat Offender?

If the prime suspect was a first time offender, she would probably be sentenced to a Youth Community Based Order for 

approximately 6 months with a total 2 year loss of licence.

If she were a repeat offender she would probably be sentenced to a more serious order in the community; in order from 

least severe to most severe, a Youth Community Based Order (YCBO), an Intensive Youth Supervision Order (IYSO) or 

a Conditional Release Order (CRO) for up to 12 months. The difference is the level of supervision of the offender and 

the number of times per week that the juvenile must engage with their Youth Justice Officer.   The maximum fine that 

can be given to a child is $2000. A Community Work Order may be attached to a YCBO, an IYSO or a CRO. The 

minimum hours of unpaid community work which can be imposed is 10 hours. Community Work hours are often given 

in multiples of six as 6 hours = one day of unpaid community work.
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https://www.correctiveservices.wa.gov.au/_files/youth-justice/ycbo-fact-sheet.pdf
https://www.correctiveservices.wa.gov.au/_files/youth-justice/iyso-no-detention-fact-sheet.pdf
https://www.childrenscourt.wa.gov.au/_files/conditional_release_order.pdf


Remember: everyone is thought to be innocent until proven guilty.

It is likely that the other suspects would be charged with:

• Steal Motor Vehicle: Being a passenger is using a stolen Motor Vehicle being a party to and continuing the 
offence.

Penalties for this offence can range from a referral to the Juvenile Justice Team for a first offender, to a term of 
detention if the facts are very serious and there are other charges.

Task: Optional

As each suspect made admissions that they were in the stolen vehicle it would be reasonable to assume they would 
plead guilty to the Steal Motor Vehicle charge.

In determining an appropriate sentence for the other suspects, you need to decide whether they are first time or repeat 
offenders. 

Remember: each of offender needs to be sentenced as an individual, however there does need to be some 
likeness/sameness to the sentences given. This is called parity in sentencing.

First Time or Repeat Offender?

For driving without a valid licence, a juvenile would usually get a good behaviour bond or a small fine ($50- $100) for a 
first offence. This offence cannot be referred to the Juvenile Justice Team. There would be a minimum 3 months 
disqualification imposed.

If the other suspects were repeat offenders, they would probably be sentenced to a YCBO or an IYSO for around 6 – 8 
months. They might get some unpaid community work (maybe 36 hours) as a condition of their order. 
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Other Suspects: If Found Guilty of the Offence 


